STREET STYLE NAIL ART
In short: the model will have a pre-crafted structure of the hand, the shape will be free,
provided it is EXTREME (Oval and Square nails are not allowed). During the competition the
entrants will have to create an eccentric and sensational nail art, according to the proposed
theme: FLOWER POWER
Jury evaluation criteria
The decorative elements do not exceed 30% of the surface of each nail. All nails
are well balanced and there is continuity of the theme on all nails.
Are the decorative elements original, different and harmoniously combined?

Maximu
m score
10
10

Work definition (sharpness): was the nail art created in a clearly and visible way?
Is the design recognisable and appropriate to the proposed theme?

10

Difficulty level: Has the criterion of extreme and non-short shape been complied
with? Was it created with competence and technical ability? (the minimum length
is 5 cm - measured from the cuticle to the end of the free edge)
Difficulty level: is the nail art simple or complex? Has it been carried out with
proficiency and technical ability? Is the design continuous, original, eccentric,
exciting on all nails?
Use of colours: were well matched colours used? The variety of colours is wide,
and the colours are fluent and well defined.
Work finish and neatness: is the product completely polymerised? Are there any
visible trace of glue, product or dust?
Are there any 3D handmade decorative elements? Are they well defined and well
structured on all nails? Are they original, eccentric and different?
Were at least three different crafting techniques used? (e.g. airbrush, gel colour,
acryl, acrylic colours, polish, pencil, etc)
THEME: Flower Power
Length of competition: 120 minutes to create work on one hand

10

Total score:

Score
achieved

15

10
5
20
10

100
points

PLEASE NOTE:






The minimum length (measured from the cuticle to the end of the free edge) is 5 cm; if this
parameter is not met, 50% of the total score achieved will be reduced
Since this is a competition based on the artistic imagination of the entrant, any nail art decoration
technique is allowed: airbrush, acrylic colours, watercolour, pencil, color gel, plastic gel
The nail must be completely covered with a base color and must not have spaces without colour.
The decorations and decorative elements will be balanced according to the rules
Any decorative element is allowed: stones, rhinestones, glitter, studs, holograms, etc, provided
they do not exceed 30% of the surface on each nail
Embossed and 3D elements should not exceed 0.5 cm in height




3D elements must be created during the competition and not previously
Stamping, moulds and modelling clay (plasticine) are not allowed to create 3D decoration elements

